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Marginal abatement cost curves (MACCs) are one of the 

favorite instruments to analyze the impacts of the 

implementation of the Kyoto Protocol and emissions trading. 

As proven on this paper one critical aspect that impacts 

MACCs are energy charges. This leads to the question of the 

way to outline MACCs in a well-known equilibrium context in 

which the overall abatement stage global extensive affects 

electricity charges and accordingly country wide MACCs. We 

first speak the mechanisms theoretically and then use the CGE 

version DART to quantify the effects. The end result is that 

adjustments in energy expenses because of special world 

extensive abatement ranges do indeed have an effect on the 

countrywide MACCs. Also, we evaluate different opportunities 

of defining MACCs - of which a few come to be strong in 

opposition to modifications in power fees even as others range 

appreciably. 

Statement of the Problem: Environmental maintenance is one 

of the EU multifaceted policy priorities that influences all the 

different policies, amongst them agricultural (European 

Commission, 2011). Agriculture plays a critical position in 

environmental preservation and in shaping weather regulations. 

The agriculture of Latvia is the second one biggest supply of 

greenhouse fuel (GHG) emissions, accounting for twenty-

four.2% of the total emissions produced within the u . S . 

(Latvia??? National Inventory Report, 2017). The wide variety 

of forms that requirements take method that they do now not 

usually goal an environmental trouble directly. Not targeting 

the hassle at once may lead to unintended new environmental 

problems. A restrict on use of one environmentally adverse 

pesticide won't lessen damage if a pesticide applicator 

responding to the usual switches to an extraordinary pesticide 

with undesirable homes. All the sectors of the economic system 

should contribute to the reduction of GHG emissions. The 

abatement fee method uses the fees of controlling or mitigating 

damage or the costs of meeting legislated regulations as an 

implicit value of the damage avoided. The motive in the back of 

this technique is that legislatures are assumed to have taken into 

consideration the willingness of the general public to pay for 

relief of the harm in placing the usual, thereby supplying a 

revealed desire harm estimate no less dependable than the extra 

direct valuation techniques. One of the critical caveats with this 

method is that it relies on the alternatively robust assumption 

that choice makers always make highest quality decisions, that 

is, that they know the authentic abatement and harm charges. 

Also, a important circumstance for social optimality is that the 

abatement expenses used are derived from the pollutants 

control method that gives the least value of manipulate. If not, 

the estimates can't reflect damage expenses appropriately. 

Methodology & Theoretical Orientation: A popular manner a 

way to examine GHG emission abatement measures is to apply 

a marginal abatement cost curve (MACC) that degrees the 

measures in line with their charges and emission reduction 

ability. The present research focuses on the MACCs designed 

for Latvia with regards to agricultural emission reduction 

measures, which have been complemented via two new 

measures, i.e. ???Paludi way of life plants (reed (for 

production)) on arable land with natural soils??? And ???Status 

quo of everlasting plants (highbush blueberry) in natural arable 

land???, that are related to land use and land use alternate. 

Besides, the studies analyzed 23 measures, revealing their 

outcomes on both the rural and the LULUCF sectors. 

Findings: The usual end changed into that the interplay of most 

of the measures changed into neutral (12 measures). Only three 

measures made advantageous consequences on both sectors, 

meaning GHG emission reductions in each sectors. The 

outcomes of two measures were doubtful, as there has been a 

loss of applicable research investigations. However, a poor 

interaction become discovered for 6 measures, which turned 

into in particular due to the fact that an increase in 

inexperienced biomass produced with the aid of the rural region 

might bring about additional emissions, whilst the LULUCF 

area might boom CO2 sequestration because of the boom in 

inexperienced biomass. 

Conclusion & Significance: The research discovered that some 

of the measures included within the complemented MACCs had 

capacity for CO2 sequestration and C accumulation alongside 

the capability for GHG emission discount. 


